Display real-time business metrics on large panel LED (Light Emitting Diode) wallboards. Improve employee performance and increase overall productivity with a powerful, easy-to-implement, dynamic digital signage solution from Symon.

NetLite II’s are large industrial-strength, high-performance, long-lasting, super-bright LEDs. Ideal for even the most immense supply chain facility. Available in protective stainless steel enclosures for the harshest operating environments.
Establish & reinforce a metrics-based culture and keep workers well informed.

Symon TargetVision™ digital signage complements our large LED displays and enables you to communicate attention-grabbing news and important company information instantly throughout your supply chain facility.

The TargetVision solution utilizes “normal” size LCDs, Plasmas or traditional TV monitors. It’s perfect for breakroom and entrance areas, or anywhere that workers or guests gather.
Why You Need a Real-time Solution from Symon

Symon’s real-time communication solution delivers immense value (better balanced workflow and lower costs) in supply chain environments by immediately impacting how your people perform, where your people direct their efforts, and when your people react to key events. Gartner has estimated that a 5% reduction in supply chain cost has the same P&L impact as a 30% increase in sales.

Leverage the Power of Your Existing IT Network

The power of Symon’s solution starts with its nerve center, Symon Enterprise Software (SES). SES processes your supply chain data according to whatever custom logic you define. SES extracts critical real-time supply chain data from IT systems of all kinds and enables the immediate presentation of that information.

Symon Data Collectors

Symon pre-built data collectors ensure that our SES will be able to seamlessly interface with your existing technology infrastructure to access the appropriate data, convert it into the metrics you want to monitor and then publish that information to the appropriate displays.
Symon real-time supply chain performance solutions integrate perfectly with the systems and processes that make your operation efficient and productive.

Symon offers a full spectrum of ways for making real-time performance information visible to managers and workers alike. Solutions include brilliant high-visibility LED scoreboards ideal for large floorspaces, digital video displays for smaller work areas and break rooms, and desktop software for information workers.

NetLite II* Performance Scoreboards in Rugged Stainless Enclosures for Demanding Environments

EView Automated Mobile Real-Time Alerting and Messaging

TargetVision* Real-Time Metrics, Messaging and Video Feeds, with Dazzling HD Graphics

Symon Vista* Browser-based Performance Scorecards and Dashboards

DeskView* Compact, “Pop-to-Top” Real-Time Performance Monitoring and Alerting

Dynamic, Targeted Content Delivery

Real-Time Business Activity Monitoring and Alerting
The Industry’s Leading Content Management Tools

Symon’s SDAs
These compact, easy-to-operate media players receive and manage digital media locally, and then connect with your displays to communicate what you want, where you want, when you want.

Symon Design Studio
Symon Design Studio (SDS) software transforms an ordinary computer workstation into a powerful communication nerve center. The software gives you the power to broadcast pixel-perfect content when and where it’s needed.

Extend to the Desktop and Beyond
We can publish real-time performance metrics right to your desktop in vivid dashboards and scorecards. We also can push it to your browser and we can even alert you on your PDA, mobile phone or email when critical thresholds that you define are reached.
The Better it Looks, the Better it Works

While it’s easy to do it yourself, you can also tap into Symon’s creative service professionals to get an eye-popping incredible-looking result. Our design pros can handle all aspects of your TargetVision content management. Or we can just do the initial design work for you and then you can take over from there.

Keep Your Workers Engaged

Symon “On Target” Content Services subscriptions complement your messaging, and keep your workers engaged with fresh, useful news and information. With numerous news, weather, and content categories to choose from, it’s easy – and smart - to customize the mix of news content with your own information to keep the attention of your work force.
Experience Second to None
The Symon Professional Services team provides the wisdom and experience gained from thousands of prior digital signage installations. They are your partner through every aspect of project design, systems integration, installation, testing, roll-out, daily operation, on-site or remote training, and more.

Support for the Life of Your Solution
Symon’s Technical Support team provides timely assistance and a variety of technical support and maintenance services to make sure that your Symon solution is always up-to-date and operating at its best. With Symon, you’ll have a reliable single point of contact and support for the life of your Symon supply chain solution.

Symon Technical Support Services
Seeing is Believing

Contact Symon today to learn more and schedule a customized demonstration of our TargetVision real-time Supply Chain digital signage solution.

“The Symon wallboards have created immediate awareness of our productivity and shipping door status. The positive results convinced us to roll out the concept across our other facilities.”
- Stage Stores

“The Symon system provides information to our employees that inspire a change in behavior when necessary, celebrates their achievements and saves them time!”
- The Container Store